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Effects of composition on the stability of the magnetic order of ferrimagnetic multilayers
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We study the field induced instability of the antiferromagnetic phase of magnetic multilayers consisting of a
stacking of uniaxial ferromagnetic films,F1 andF2, with thicknessest1 andt2, coupled through a nonmagnetic
~NM! spacer. The external field is along the uniaxial axis, in the plane of the films, and the composition is
varied by choosing arbitrary values of the relative thicknessb5t1 /t2. We calculate the critical value of the
external fieldH* , and examine the nature of the phase transition. We find thatH* does not change with the
multilayer thickness in the case of multilayers with an even number of magnetic layers, (@F1 /NM/F2 /NM#n ,
n arbitrary!. The nature of the phase transition and the critical field depend on the value ofb, and the minimum
value ofH* corresponds tob51. For a multilayer with an odd number of magnetic layers we find that the
thickness dependence of the critical field is significantly affected by the value ofb.
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Artificial magnetic multilayers composed of ultrath
magnetic films have attracted a considerable research e
in the last decade. Both fundamental aspects and techno
cal applications have motivated research groups worldwi1

The discovery of the giant magnetoresistance2 ~GMR!
motivated a large number of studies of antiferromagne
~AF! multilayers.3 These systems consist in the stacking
thin ferromagnetic~F! films separated by spacers chosen
such a way as to lead to antiferromagnetic interaction
tween neighboringF films. The GMR results from the modi
fications in the electrical resistance as the magnetic patte
changed by an external magnetic field.

One issue which is relevant from the practical point
view is the magnetic stiffness of the multilayer. In this rega
a key parameter is the minimum value of the external fi
strength which produces instability of the intrinsic magne
order of the multilayer.

The nature of the phase transition is also relevant. In
case of first-order phase transitions the overall change in
magnetic pattern is likely to produce large signatures in
magnetoresistance, since the relative orientation of the m
netic moments of neighboring films may be chang
throughout the whole multilayer. A phase transition of se
ond order, with a continuous change in the magnetizat
corresponds to small deviations from the intrinsic magne
order. In this case the change in the electrical resistanc
expected to be small.

The possibility of tailoring the GMR curve is of technic
interest. The nature of the phase transition affects the fi
dependence of the GMR. Thus it is worth looking f
multilayer parameters that can be controlled macroscopic
and yet affect the strength of the threshold magnetic field
the nature of the field induced phase transitions of artific
multilayers.

Previous studies of surface nucleated field induced ph
transitions of two sublattice antiferromagnets4–7 and
transition-metal multilayers8,9 addressed the role of the num
ber of layers and the magnetic anisotropy in the stability
the antiferromagnetic phase.
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Thin AF films with an odd number~N! of atomic planes
require a large external field to make the AF phase unsta
For largeN the surface region is a negligible part of th
system and the AF instability occurs at the spin flop fie
HSF5A2HAHE1HA

2, whereHE and HA are the exchange
and the anisotropy fields.7

For AF multilayers made of films with mixed anisotrop
the strength of the threshold field can be made rather sm
and also the nature of the phase transition can be tailore
selecting the relative orientation of the uniaxial anisotro
axis with respect to one of the crystalline anisotropy ea
directions.8

In most of the examples above4–8 the systems consist o
the stacking of equivalent layers~or atomic planes!, each of
which has the same magnetic moment per unit area, the s
magnetic anisotropy energy, and also the same effective
change field. For ferrimagnetic multilayers the stability
the AF phase is controlled by a few more parameters.

The simulation of the magnetic properties of small anis
ropy ferrimagnetic multilayers9 and reports of experimenta
studies of ferrimagnetic multilayers10,11 revealed new mag-
netic phases. Fe/Gd multilayers have been stud
extensively.9,12–17 In these studies an AF Gd-Fe contact i
teraction has been used to explain field induced phase t
sitions as well as thermal effects. A partial Gd twisted state
an epitaxial Gd/Fe bilayer was recently reported.18 The ex-
perimental results were interpreted as resulting from
competing Gd-Gd and a long ranged and oscillatory Gd
exchange interaction.18 More recently the spatial extent o
the Gd-Fe interaction was examined using Gd-
multilayers.19

There are two categories of AF coupled multilayered s
tems: those with strong direct coupling at the interface a
those with weak coupling through nonmagnetic material20

The antiferromagnetic multilayered systems used in GM
sensors belong in the second category. For these struc
the magnetic phases may be described satisfactorily with
self-consistent mean-field approach,21 in which each layer is
©2002 The American Physical Society14-1
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 172414
represented by an effective spin. A new method to study
equilibrium phases and excitations of multilayers has b
proposed recently.22,23

In this paper we study ferrimagnetic multilayers in whi
the intrinsic exchange, within each of the ferromagne
films, is much larger than the exchange energy coupling
jacent to the films. We study a multilayer composed of f
romagnetic films with two different thicknesses, made of
same material. We show that the magnetic stiffness, as
as the nature of the field induced phase transition, may
tailored by selecting appropriate values of the anisotropy
the ferromagnetic films and the ratio of thicknesses.

The magnetic energy per unit area is given by

E5 (
n51

N H JSW n•SW n112
K

2
Snz

2 2gm
B
SnzHJ , ~1!

where K is the uniaxial anisotropy constant,gm
B
SW n is the

magnetic moment per unit area of thenth layer, andH is the
strength of the external field applied along thez-axis direc-
tion. J is the exchange energy coupling neighboring laye
We useJ.0 and the exchange term is not included for t
Nth layer. The multilayer composition is changed by taki
Sn5bS, if n is odd andSn5S if n is even. We consider 0
,b,1, so that forN odd the surfaces contain the thinn
layer.

The equilibrium structure is found using a method dev
oped earlier and which has been applied in the past for
study of AF films and superlattices,6,7 and transition-meta
AF multilayers.8,9 The method consists in finding the ma
netic profile in which the magnetic moment of each layer
along the direction of the local effective field. The local e
fective field acting in each layer includes the external fie
the anisotropy field, and the exchange field. It allows inc
porating in a simple manner the lack of coordination at
surfaces as well as the differences in the magnetic mom
per unit area between the layers.

We have found that the critical field for multilayers wit
an even number of layers is not thickness dependent. Th
a generalization of previous results8 for AF multilayers (b
51). However, the critical field is a function of th
multilayer composition. Note from Fig. 1 that the critic
field increases as the value ofb decreases and forb51 we
find that H* is minimum. For b51 the ferrimagnetic
multilayer turns into an AF multilayer for which the thres
old field is given8 by HSSF5AHAHE1HA

2, whereHE and
HA are the exchange and anisotropy fields.

A ferrimagnetic multilayer with an even numberN of lay-
ers has a net magnetic moment per unit area of (12b)
3(N/2)MS , whereMS andbMS are the magnetic momen
per unit area of the layers. For small values ofb the stabili-
zation due to the Zeeman energy is stronger. Whenb ap-
proaches 1 there is no net magnetic moment and the stab
of the AF phase decreases. Thus the Zeeman energy con
utes to make the multilayers withb,1 more stable to field
effects.

In order to examine how the composition affects the
ture of the phase transition, we display in Fig. 2 the to
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magnetic moment of a ten-layer multilayer in the neighb
hood of the critical field. We show that for low values ofb
the transition is continuous, while forb'1 the transition
produces a discontinuity in the magnetization. Note fro
Fig. 1 that the critical field forb50.2 is '30% larger than
that for b50.8. In Fig. 2 we use, for each curve, the corr
sponding critical field, from Fig. 1, as the scale of the fie
axis.

For b50.8 the net magnetization of the multilayer
M /MS50.1, and, within the field interval shown in the pic
ture, there is a variation in the magnetization of arou
100%. Forb50.2 the net magnetization isM /MS50.4 and
only a few percent variation in the magnetization is found
the same reduced field interval. Note that in this case

FIG. 1. The critical field for instability of the ferrimagneti
phase of multilayers with even number of layers. The numbers
the curves indicate the values ofb, K/2J50.1 and the critical field
is shown in units of the surface spin flop fieldHSSF @HSSF

5H* (b51)#.

FIG. 2. The total magnetic moment of a ferrimagne
multilayer with N510. The numbers by the curves indicate t
values ofb and the magnetization is shown in units of the satu
tion value. The external field is shown in units of the critical fie
H* (b) for the corresponding value ofb. The uniaxial anisotropy is
given byK/2J50.1. The left-hand side vertical axis is used for t
b50.8 curve and the right-hand side vertical axis is used for
b50.2 curve.
4-2
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 172414
width of the field interval in which the modest variation
magnetization occurs is larger than in the case ofb50.8,
since the critical field forb50.2 is larger.

For b50.2 the threshold field is large~approximately
1.4HSSF). One could expect a spin floplike phase to for
However, due to the large stabilization of the layers w
larger magnetic moment, coupled to the external field,
magnetic pattern, at the threshold field, consists of an alm
antiferromagnetic arrangement of the layers, with sm
modifications near the surface with the magnetic mom
opposite to the external field. The nearly AF arrangem
produces a small magnetization at the transition.

For b50.8 the threshold field is close to the surface s
flop field HSSF. There is not a large difference between t
stability of the layers~the Zeeman energy is almost the sam
for each of the two sets of layers composing the multilay!
and at the transition a phase similar to a surface spin
phase is formed. This produces a discontinuity in the m
netization as shown in Fig. 2.

For the chosen value of the anisotropy (K/2J50.1), the
modified regions, for both values ofb involve only a few
layers near the surface. For smaller valuesK/2J the modified
region extends deeper into the center of the multilayer.
have found that for larger values ofK/2J ~results not shown!
one may restrict the modified region to a very small num
of layers near the surface of the multilayer. This featu
might be of some technological interest, since by controll
the thickness of the region where modifications are mad
the original magnetic pattern, might be helpful to tailor t
GMR response.

In Fig. 3 we examine the effect of the anisotropy of t
layers in the case of a continuous phase transition. We
play the magnetization of the multilayer when the exter
field strength is close to the threshold value. Note from F
3 that the static susceptibility is a function of the anisotro
to exchange ratio (K/2J). For small values ofK/2J the mag-
netization builds up very slowly at the transition. This mig
seem contrary to our expectation since the modified sur

FIG. 3. The total magnetic moment of a ferrimagne
multilayer with N510. b50.2 and the numbers by the curves i
dicate the values ofK/2J. The magnetization is shown in units o
the saturation value. The external field is shown in units of
critical field H* (b) for b50.2 and each value of the anisotropy
17241
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region increases when the anisotropy decreases. How
for low values of the anisotropy, it costs less energy for
spins to accommodate the Zeeman energy and stay
nearly AF pattern throughout the multilayer, resulting in
slower increase of the magnetization with the strength of
external field.

In Fig. 4 we show the thickness dependence of the crit
field for multilayers with an odd number of layers. We ha
found that thin multilayers withb,0.5 have a reduced sta
bility while thin multilayers withb.0.5 have a critical field
of the same order or larger than the spin flop field. We d
cuss below two typical examples. The curve forb51.0,
which is that of an AF multilayer7 is included for comparison
purposes.

For b50.7 the critical field of thin multilayers is large
and decreases as the multilayer thickness increases, as
case of AF multilayers.7 In this case, forN,7, the configu-
ration that minimizes the energy has the surface lay
aligned with the external field. Thus the variation in the to
magnetic moment per unit area@dm5(b21)MS# between
multilayers with N and N12 layers is negative. As the
multilayer becomes thicker the Zeeman energy is less e
cient in stabilizing the ferrimagnetic order and the thresh
field decreases. For multilayers withN>9 the AF configu-
ration with a lower energy has surface spins opposite to
external field. WhenN is increased toN12 we find that
dm5(12b)MS is positive and the threshold field increase

For b50.4 the critical field is an increasing function o
the multilayer thickness. In this case thin multilayers beco
unstable for field strengths smaller than the bulk spin fl
field. The equilibrium structure has the surface layers op
site to the external field. The variation of magnetization
going from a N-layers multilayer to a (N12)-layers
multilayer is positive, and is given by (12b)MS . Thus the
total magnetization of the multilayer increases when
number of layers is increased. This leads to an extra stab
of the ferrimagnetic order as the multilayer becomes thic
and the threshold field increases.

e

FIG. 4. The critical field for instability of the ferrimagneti
phase of multilayers with an odd number of layers. The numbers
the curves indicate the values ofb, K/2J50.1 and the external field
is shown in units of the bulk spin flop fieldHSF .
4-3
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We have shown that by changing the composition o
ferrimagnetic multilayer made of a single ferromagne
compound and layers with different thicknesses, one m
modify significantly the stability of the magnetic groun
state of the system and also the nature of the field indu
phase transition. We have also shown that, for oddN, the
g

.
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thickness effects on the stability of the ferrimagnetic ord
have two different regimes, one forb,0.5 and another for
b.0.5. Some of these features might be of interest for
industrial applications of ferrimagnetic multilayers.

We thank the Brazilian Research Council CNPq a
CAPES for partial financial support.
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